
Extension:Livelets

The Livelets extension delays the loading of slower por-
tions of a page, while the rest of the page loads quickly
and is displayed as soon as possible, using MediaWiki’s
AJAX.
AJAX is a term for using JavaScript to load parts of a
page on demand. The wiki can have multiple livelets
loading in sequence.
Having the large content in a livelet speeds up the site in
two ways:

1. The large content only starts loading after the main
page is loaded and accessible.

2. Because the large content is a separate request with
its own static URL, it can be cached locally by the
browser.

Some of our sites use a livelet in the sidebar to load our
main tree which can be very large for some users and
would cause the site to be sluggish if it had to load the
whole tree for each new page request.
A video of this extension working

1 Installation

Create a Livelets folder in your extensions folder.
Download the latest snapshot and extract it to your
extensions folder. Then add the following to your
LocalSettings.php file at the bottom:

2 Animated loader image

Most people prefer to have an animated loading image
(a small box with a rotating daisy) when the sub-page is
loading.
These “throbber” images can be found at Wikime-
dia commons and added to your wiki’s MediaWiki:
Common.css page.[1]

/***** Animated loading image for Extension:Livelets
*****/ .livelet-loading { border: 1px solid #ccc;
width: 150px; height: 100px; background: url(
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/de/
Ajax-loader.gif ) no-repeat center center; }

“Throb”

3 Usage

To create livelets, wrap any areas of the page in the #live
parser-function.
In the following example, a transclusion of the page called
Template:MyVerySlowTable has been turned into a
livelet:
{{#live: {{MyVerySlowTable}} }}

4 Current State

The default installation of Livelets uses safe Ajax tech-
nology, which is used by MediaWiki coding and many
extensions.
Each subpage loads once after the main page content has
loaded. These subpages then acts as a normal, static, non-
changing Mediawiki page. So a page with dynamic con-
tent, the viewer must reload the page at a regular interval
to see if any changes have taken place.

1

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v0xX2Xzav3s&feature=youtu.be
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Special:ExtensionDistributor/Livelets
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/LocalSettings.php
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Throbbers
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5 Future Development - Live Up-
dates Using SWF

The possibility exists to make these subpages “live”, in
which the subpage content will stay up to date automati-
cally without the whole page having to be reloaded. See
this page for more details. This can be done using SWF,
an adobe flash format. As mentioned above, with the cur-
rent Ajax, changes do not update automatically, but in the
case of a page with dynamic content, the site must poll the
server at a regular interval to see if any changes have taken
place. With SWF flash, polling is not required when there
is dynamic content.[2]

Livelets will not have this SWF feature enabled by default.
A variable will need to be set in LocalSettings.
The SWF method raises some security concerns as out-
lined by the XSS alert template above. The SWF func-
tionality is not complete enough for use yet, but will re-
quire the following additional files to be installed into the
livelet extension directory:

• livelets.pl

• livelets.swf - compiled from livelets.as using the
Flashlets extension

6 Todo
• ajax polling of header for auto-updating

• perl/swf for asynchronous update (no polling)

7 Bugs
• Sortable tables do not appear inside the livelet sub-
pages.

• If livelets coding is added to Mediawiki:Sitenotice,
{{#live: }} only displays a near mirror image of the
page the viewer in on, not the text in Mediawiki:
Sitenotice. (Screenshot) All collapsible tables from
the article are open in this sitenotice mirror image.

• Extension:Cite reference tags only appear within the
livelt subpage, and in the parent page. (Screenshot)

• Table of contents appear within this livelet subpage,
and are not included in the parent page. The one ad-
vantage to this is a wiki page can have multiple table
of contents on one page. (Screenshot)
Adding __TOC__ in the subpage disables the sub-
page table of contents.

• [Edit] sections inside the livelet do not work, click
these edit links result in an error message similar to
this one:

Cannot find section
From Generic Wiki
You tried to edit a sec-
tion that does not exist.
It may have been moved
or deleted while you were
viewing the page.
Return to Weapons.

Adding the magic word __NOEDITSEC-
TION__ inside the livelet will result in all of
these edit section links, [edit] being removed
inside the livelet, but will not effect the [edit]
links outside of the livelet section.

• If the title of the main page with the livelets has
extquotedbl& extquotedbl in the title the livelets
will not display at all, and there will be a “The re-
quested page title was invalid, empty, or an incor-
rectly linked inter-language or inter-wiki title. It
may contain one or more characters which cannot
be used in titles.” error. (Screenshot)

8 Change log
• Version 1.0.2: Total rewrite to make current as of
MediaWiki version 1.16

• Version 0.2.6: Missing pagename parameter in
AJAX request

• Version 0.2.5: Removed dependence on Mootools
and no longer requires a separate javascript file

9 Notes
[1] The livelet containers render with a div element inside

them with an class value of livelet-loader so that you can
add some CSS rules such as the following example which
renders a small box containing a rotating daisy.

[2] A more technical explanation: The advantage of using
SWF technology is that it allows a fully asynchronous
connection to be established between the server and the
clients making the system fully event driven without any
regular polling involved.

http://www.organicdesign.co.nz/Livelets
http://www.organicdesign.co.nz/livelets.pl
http://www.organicdesign.co.nz/livelets.swf
http://www.organicdesign.co.nz/livelets.as
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:Flashlets
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/MediaWiki:Sitenotice
http://gyazo.com/f17b6eb823d490cd6eb23bd8de843438.png
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:Cite
http://gyazo.com/ad3af53f9dee4d52fbc6f538620dc1ca.png
http://gyazo.com/7db17bf714e66c044c6f9ffd22f3c3c4.png
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Help:Magic_words
http://gyazo.com/7ab23d8ec3b95aa34764b16570d62b4a.png
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10 Text and image sources, contributors, and licenses

10.1 Text
• Extension:Livelets Source: http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:Livelets?oldid=648346 Contributors: Zven, Nad, Duesentrieb,

Duke33, Bouncingmolar, Egfrank, Jacknz, Kghbln, Igottheconch, Errectstapler, KrenairBot and Anonymous: 3

10.2 Images
• File:Ambox_speedy_deletion.png Source: http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/8a/Ambox_speedy_deletion.png License:

Public domain Contributors: Derived from Image:Ambox warning pn.svg Original artist: penubag
• File:Crystal_Clear_action_run.png Source: http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/5d/Crystal_Clear_action_run.png Li-
cense: LGPLContributors: All Crystal icons were posted by the author as LGPL on kde-lookOriginal artist: Everaldo Coelho andYellowIcon

• File:Loading_2_transparent.gif Source: http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/b6/Loading_2_transparent.gif License:
Public domain Contributors: Extracted from <a data-x-rel='nofollow' class='external text' href='http://ru.gm2.wikia.com'>GM2Wiki</a>
(http://images3.wikia.nocookie.net/gm2/ru/images/1/14/Loading2.gif) Original artist: Gm2wiki

10.3 Content license
• Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0

http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:Livelets?oldid=648346
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/8a/Ambox_speedy_deletion.png
//commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Ambox_warning_pn.svg
//commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Penubag
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/5d/Crystal_Clear_action_run.png
http://www.kde-look.org/content/show.php?content=8341
http://www.yellowicon.com/
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/b6/Loading_2_transparent.gif
http://images3.wikia.nocookie.net/gm2/ru/images/1/14/Loading2.gif
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
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